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Value Education Workshop
Teamwork

Rukmini Devi Public School, pitampura, Delhi
Guest Lecture Hall

August 25th, 2017

Class IX (A-E)

Student's Workshop

OBJECTIVES:

' To enable the students to learn the attributes of teamwork like respect, mutual trust,
responsibility, participation, etc.
To provide them an opportunity to learn from each other's skills and talent.
To discuss new ideas or concerns with one another and should trust their teammates' ability to
perform their roles.

DESCRIPTION:

"Teamwork - A few harmless ftakes working together can unleash an avalanche of
destruction," -Larry Kersten

The workshop commenced with a video highlighting significance of team work in a player,s life and the
need to learn to be together' The same triggered the discussion on nitty-gritties of teamwork.The
students participated enthusiastically in the activities like'spectrum of Gems,,,At your own Risk,

(Hurdles on) , 'Do it if you can'( Balancing the coins) and'Fitt the missing parts, (Comic figures) .The

activities made them learn to achieve even impossible task at ease by being together. The quiz made

udents to recapitulate the importance of team spirit in an intriguing way. The workshop conveyed the
message that there is dire need to be united during ones ups and downs to overcome the hurdles of life
without being pestered. The song and instrumental performance captivated the audience and left
beautiful memories to cherish. The inspirational videos strongly justified the motto of the workshop i.e

"Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much,,,
t
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